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Introduction
The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) would like to again thank the Western and Central
Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) Technical and Compliance Committee (TCC) for the
opportunity to address the 15th Regular Session of the TCC (TCC15) as an observer and to
address the critically important role that it plays in the proper management of the (Western
Central Pacific Ocean) WCPO fisheries. The conservation and management of these
important resources is dependent on the TCC’s ability to consider, implement, assess, and
monitor Conservation and Management Measures (CMMs). WWF supports the efforts of the
TCC to forward recommendations for CMMs for consideration by the WCPFC as well as its
role in ensuring compliance by member states with those measures.
WWF would like to offer the following position to the TCC. Unlike previous years, WWF has
elected to offer a more discrete and targeted position specific to observer coverage this year.
WWF wishes to reiterate its position offered in Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, in December 2018
(WCPFC15) and, taking into account the WCPFC-related meetings held since, offer the
recommendations listed below.

Observer Coverage
It is unquestionable that information collected as part of a successful observer programme is
critically important to the proper conservation and management of a fishery. Data collected
by observers plays a central role in informing fisheries scientists and managers on everything
ranging from stock assessments to non-target species impacts.1 Furthermore, observers play
an indispensable role in monitoring and documenting compliance with very important
CMMs in the WCPO.2 Therefore, the WCPFC must consider securing appropriate observer
coverage a top priority.
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All Cooperating Country Members (CCMs) agreed to the Convention on the Conservation
and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean
(WCPF Convention) text and other Commission obligations to ensure the best scientific
information or evidence available is used in WCPFC decisions.3 By its plain reading, this
obligation not only requires CCMs to actively seek out and use the best available scientific
evidence, but also compels CCMs to ensure that measures taken result in the generation of
the best available scientific evidence.4 Any other interpretation would be absurd. Therefore,
the WCPFC is obligated under the WCPF Convention to put data collection processes in
place that secure the production and use of the best available scientific evidence for use in
the WCPFC decision making process.

Calculation of Observer Coverage Metric
Over 12 years ago, the WCPFC established CMM 2007-01, which specified that fisheries
observer coverage is to be 5% of effort in each non-purse seine fishery under the jurisdiction
of the Commission and shall be achieved no later than 30 June 2012.5 Specifically, low
observer coverage in the longline fishery was identified as a significant conservation risk. As
indicated by the discussion at that time as well as discussion among CCMs at WCPFC forums
since, the arbitrary benchmark established at 5% was considered a starting point for a
stepwise progression toward appropriate observer coverage. Not only has achieving the
principal objective of CMM 2007-01 proven difficult, but even measuring how it is achieved
remains unsettled.
At the moment, CCMs self report their longline observer coverage under four separate
metrics including:6
•
•
•
•

Days at Sea - days observer is at sea compared to number of days fleet is at sea;
Number of Trips - number of observer trips compared to trips by the fleet;
Days Fished - observed fishing days compared to fleets fishing days; and
Number of Hooks - number of hooks observed compared to fleet hooks used.

Because these metrics are each calculated differently and subject to different biases, it places
an undue burden on the scientific service provider to standardise data in such a way as to
properly assess coverage. First, it forces the scientific service provider, and ultimately the
WCPFC, to “compare apples with oranges” in a way that frustrates efficient analysis and,
ultimately, timely and proper management. Second, by using a metric that is more
susceptible measurement error, bias, and estimation error, it leads to greater uncertainty
and the problem of “garbage in, garbage out” that leads to management failures. Moreover,
because of the biases of the different metrics, it creates inequity among CCMs that places
more of the conservation burden on those using a more accurate and precise metric that is
less susceptible to bias and manipulation.
The best available scientific information suggests that “number of hooks” represents the best
method for achieving multiple objectives, including effectively calculating effort and
accurately assessing rare events like seabird interactions.7 Furthermore, three CCMs are
currently assessing their observer coverage based on “number of hooks,” hence it is
practically feasible. Consequently, WWF recommends that the TCC confirm “number of
hooks” as the best practice metric for all CCMs calculating observer coverage on longline
vessels and mandate a 5-year time frame to shift to use of this metric. If other metrics for
calculating coverage are used in the transition toward “number of hooks,” the TCC should
clearly define terms in advance and CCMs must calculate and report each metric in a way
that is comparable to and consistent with “number of hooks.”
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Level of Observer Coverage
Recent efforts by the scientific service provider to standardise observer coverage data
indicate that region-wide observer coverage could be at or slightly above 5%.8 However, the
best available scientific evidence indicates that even a consistently applied level of 5%
coverage is statistically and practically useless to effectively achieve most management9 or
compliance objectives.10
Low observer coverage exacerbates bias as a result of fishers altering their fishing practices
(e.g. discarding practices, handling and release practices, effort) and gear when an observer
is present, which is a phenomenon known as the “observer effect.”11 The higher the observer
coverage rate, the lower the bias from an observer effect is, as the larger the proportion of
fishing effort that is observed, the more accurately the monitoring data characterize or
represent the fishery. Notwithstanding the observer effect, at just 5%, current observer
coverage is neither producing the quality nor quantity of data necessary to adequately
manage fisheries under WCPFC authority.
At present, a lack of sufficient data that is typically generated through adequate observer
coverage represents the single largest obstacle to establishing appropriate management
measures. Uncertainty is continually cited in the WCPFC process as a reason for inaction,
while the improved certainty offered by better observer coverage is consistently rejected. In
fact, at the recent 15th Meeting of the Scientific Committee (SC15) one member stated that,
“they could not accept any requirement for observer coverage greater than 5%.”
WWF concedes that different minimum levels of observer coverage may be appropriate for
different management or compliance purposes, depending on specific identified objectives.
However, data collected under less than 100% coverage may be biased and misrepresent the
fishery overall, resulting in potential management failures. Alternatively, 100% observer
coverage, through human or electronic observers, would result in no bias from an observer
effect. Thus, along with a consortium of other NGOs and with the support of prominent
market partners, we have determined that because of conservation and compliance problems
such as illegal fishing, misreported or unreported catch, and bycatch of endangered,
threatened and protected species, that only an observer coverage rate of no less than 100%,
through human or electronic observers, is acceptable.12
By continuing to fail to secure a scientifically or statistically valid level of observer coverage
on longline vessels, the WCPFC fails to meet the charge of the WCPF Convention to generate
and use the best available scientific information. Therefore, the WCPFC must take action to
improve observer coverage across all longline vessels operating in the WCPFC Convention
Area.
WWF recommends the TCC:
•

Recognise the calculation of observer coverage on the basis of “number of
hooks” as best practice and mandate a transition to calculation of
observer coverage based on “number of hooks”; and

•

Establish a plan to increase observer coverage, by human observers or
electronic monitoring, across all longline vessels operating in the WCPFC
Convention Area on an annual basis to achieve 100% coverage by 2025.
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